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Course Description  

With a plethora of design firms nationwide, 

it is essential that firms set themselves apart 

in order to achieve valuable client relationships. 

This webinar reveals a few strategies that can 

help enhance your firm’s public exposure and 

increase your firm’s clientele. 

CommunicateEducateStrategize



Learning Objectives

Realize the importance of branding, communicating and educating the 
public effectively to relay information about your firm’s services;

Consider ways in which to add impact, through cross selling, and 
increase the differentiation of your firm from the perspective of 
your potential customers;

Recognize and be able to assess the risk of not properly allocating 
time and money to developing your firm’s unique identity;

Study possible solutions to the low exposure, poor communication, 
and low-clientele problems.

Participants in this session will: 



Proper Selection is the Key

Being selective will improve your 
relationship with existing clients 

and help to avoid professional liability claims. 

not having choices may cause you to take 
greater risks when accepting new clients.



Scenario

• Fast and Friendly Foods, a company on the East coast, wants you to design a 
new restaurant in Alexandria, VA. However, you’ve heard from a reliable 
source that it is nearly impossible to satisfy Fast and Friendly’s decision maker. 
You also have reason to believe that Fast and Friendly Foods is in financial 
trouble. However, your firm currently has limited options for new clients.

• In discussions with Fast and Friendly, you find information about their 
preferred interior designer and contractor in the proposed contract. 
After researching both the interior designer and the contractor, you conclude 
that they’re both successful, financially stable, well-run firms. 
You also had a great vibe from both firms when you discussed matters with 
them over the phone.   

• Based upon these facts, What Should You Do? 
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Go or No-GoGo or No-Go



Go/No Go Analysis

Issue: Risk Score: Explanation: 

People

General Risk Assessment of 

Client/Owner Type

Clients who are inadequately financed, 

unethical, highly risk averse, in transition, or 

noncollaborative are all difficult to impossible 

to satisfy and thus higher risk

Knowledge of/Comfort Level with this 

specific Client/Owner

Working with repeat clients typically lessens 

the risk. If this is a new client, research 

important criteria like financial strength and 

litigation history

Availability of a Dedicated, Decisive 

Client Decision Maker

Clients may be impossible to satisfy and 

therefore higher risk if the decision maker is 

inexperienced, unavailable, indecisive, or 

changes during the project

Financial Evaluation of Other Team 

Members

Failure to work with financially strong and 

adequately-insured project team members 

equally accept 

Overall Risk Assessment of the Project

Team Members

Will the project team members be good 

business partners for the duration of this 

project and beyond
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Increase your Opportunities
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Branding



What is Branding? 

Definition: Branding

The concept, idea, feeling, or image that comes to a 
client’s mind when they think of your business. 



Strong versus Weak Brands

To create a strong brand,

Customers must be able to connect with your services. 

Understand 

Your 

Audience

Develop 

Your Story

Stay 

ConsistentSteps: 



Questions to Consider

What Makes My Firm Different from other Firms?

Who are My Competitors, and What Have They Done? 

What is My Niche or Specialty?

What Would My Brand Look Like if My Brand was a Person? 

Who is My Target Audience?



Target Both Old and New Clients

On average, firms that 
specialize in Commercial

projects receive 78% of 
their business from 

repeat clients.

Firms that concentrate 
on Institutional projects 

receive 74% of their 
business from repeat 

clients. 

Goal: Keep a 

relationship with 

existing clients 

while seeking more 

clients



What Outlet(s) Should I Use? 

To get your brand to your target audience, 
consider these options: 

Traditional Outlets

Digital Platforms

Ambassadors



Ongoing Maintenance of Brand

Remember to:

Continue to 
provide 

value

Provide 
customers 

with 
amazing 
services

Form strong 
relationships 
with clients

Stick to your 
firm’s core 
principles



Branding Alone 

Will Not Suffice: 

You Must Communicate Well



Effective Communication

“Architects must be conscious in the realization 
that much of their target audience, 

current and prospective clients, 
have difficulty understanding the nuances 

of architectural language 
and the technicalities of architectural drawings.”

Weko, Amanda, “Mixed messages:  assessing communication in architectural 
education and practice” (2011).  
Theses and Dissertations.  151.
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Effective Communication in Design

1. More often than not, clients pick businesses 
that provide comprehensible information. 

2. Those involved in the potential project 
may not have the same level of education.

3. Avoid getting sued. 

Why?



Avoid Overselling Your Abilities

Don’t make the following statements about the project: 

�It will exceed your expectations

�It is the best design possible

�Similar phrases…

Don’t offer Assurances

�Don’t promise to exceed:

�the required standard of care

�“reasonable and ordinary care”



Puffery is allowed but not advised

Definition: Puffery 

An exaggerated statement that a 
reasonable or cynical person would 
not take seriously or as true, but 
whose purpose is to puff up the 
service. 

It’s better to clearly state, and 
define, your unique characteristics.

Claims that can be 

measured are not puffery.



Avoid Deception

Lanham Act 43a (1)(B)

“Any person who, on or in connection with any 
goods or services,…uses in commerce any word, 
term, name, symbol, or device, or any 
combination thereof, or any false designation of 
origin, false or misleading description of fact, or 
false or misleading representation of fact, which 

B.) In commercial advertising or promotion, 
misrepresents the nature, characteristics, 
qualities, or geographic origin of his or her or 
another person’s goods, services, or commercial 
activities, shall be liable in a civil action by any 
person who believes that he or she is or is likely to 
be damaged by such act.”



FTC False Advertising Standard

Truth-In-Advertising Laws state that: 

Advertising 
has to be 
both truthful 
and non-
deceptive

Claims made in 
advertisements 
must be 
supported by 
evidence

Advertisements 
must be fair



Avoid Violating Codes of Ethics

2012 AIA Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct

� Rule 3.301: Members shall not intentionally or recklessly 
mislead existing or prospective clients about the results that 
can be achieved through the use of the Members’ services…

� Rule 4.103: Members speaking in their professional 
capacity shall not knowingly make false statements of 
material fact. 

�Rule 4.201: Members shall not make misleading, deceptive, 
or false statements or claims about their professional 
qualifications, experience, or performance….



Avoid Violating Codes of Ethics

Code of Ethics for Engineers

II Rules of Practice

5. Engineers Shall Avoid Deceptive Acts

A.) “Brochures or other presentations incident to 
the solicitation of employment shall not 
misrepresent pertinent facts concerning 
employers, employees, associates, joint ventures, 
or past accomplishments.” 

III.  Engineers shall avoid all conduct or practice that 
deceives the public. 



Example of a Rule 4.201 violation

Facts: Architect A stated false, deceptive and misleading 
information about the firm’s size, composition and the 
qualifications of the employees at the firm when it made 
a presentation to the potential client.

Findings: National Ethics Council ruled that the 
statements in the brochure were “blatant and 
intentional.”

Penalty Received: Censure



Offer More Than What Is Expected

It is not uncommon for you to believe 

that you have executed a perfect project, 

but the client is still unsatisfied!

Differentiate your firm 

and develop better relationships 

by trying to meet and exceed the needs 

that the client has defined. 



Education



Why Must You Educate?

“91% of the market isn’t ready to hire just yet.” 
However, you must find a way to target them.

Provide them with valuable information 
that will serve them well in the future. 

PHASES OFFERS

Ready to hire (3%) Hire!

Need advice (6%) Diagnose

Idea gathering (91%) Educate

Source:  Business of Architecture

Marketing for Architects:  The Authoritative Guide (with Case Studies)



Education: What to Provide

Provide information that is usable and relatable

Think about your audience

Give examples of poor quality and great quality



A Summary of Solutions



Communication: FAB Model

Use the FAB Model to help your firm communicate 
more clearly and effectively. 

FEATURES             ADVANTAGES                  BENEFITS

“facts or 

characteristics 

about your 

business, 

products and 

services.”

“Tend to be factual, and 

aren’t connected to a 

prospect’s need…yet”

“Answer why 

someone should 

value the 

advantage”

http://devedge-internet-marketing.com/2012/10/06/features-advantages-and-

benefits-fab-statements/



Example: FAB Model

Feature: Our staff offers years of experience
specializing in office designs.

Advantage: We can create tasteful and 
comfortable spaces for you.

Benefit: We enhance your business through our 
design.



Provide Visuals for Better Communication

•Virtual Reality

•Models

•Diagrams  



Educate: What to Use?

1) Blogs

2) Tutorials

3) Podcasts
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